Introduction
Creation of a robot exhibiting intelligent behavior through interaction with a dynamic environment is a very difficult task, especially when the robot cooperates with a human being [2, 3] or with some other robots [4, 5] . It becomes more complicated if the interactive forces are to be controlled [1, 6] .
A robot may exhibit intelligent behavior if its mechanism is designed intelligently [7] . Also, in order to have a less sensor dependent robot, the system must exploit the physical rules governing the task and use the information encoded in the environment and in the robot [8, 9, 10] . In other words, if the mechanical and the sensory systems are designed properly, the control system would be simplified, capabilities of the system may be increased, and the robot exhibits intelligent behavior more easily [10] . It is equivalent to say that, some information and control rules must be encoded in the mechanical and in the sensor systems. It means, the robots should have some mechanical computation power [9, 11] . In this paper we discuss that incorporation of compliant elements in the team of cooperative object manipulating robots is an example of such intelligent design from the information and the control points of view.
Compliant manipulators and mechanisms have proved their advantages over stiff ones when they are required to perform some interactive tasks, cooperate with a human being, or when a collision with the environment is probable [12, 13, 14, 15] . Also, in a team of cooperative object manipulating robots, compliant elements in the robot arms or simulated compliance of the object are used to simplify the task allocation, the robot coordination, and the task execution of each robot, ex [1, 3, 4] .
In a team of cooperative object manipulating robots, actions of each robot affect its teammates directly. Therefore, the activities of the robots must be closely coordinated. Also, in most of applications, the object is grasped through some friction contacts. Keeping the friction contact stable is also one of the main challenges in such systems.
Coordination of the robot actions and stabilizing robot-object contact are theoretically possible if a reliable robot communication medium with a sufficient bandwidth, sufficient computation resources, and reliable force sensors are available. Such components cannot easily be provided for a medium to a large team of mobile object manipulating robots. Also, to be of more practical usages, the distributed cooperation strategy and the robot controllers must be developed in a way that they are less dependent on the sensors and the explicit robot communication.
In this paper we show that, instead of having such components in the system, the resulting compliance on the object can be exploited to coordinate the team of object manipulating robots more easily. Also having compliant elements in their arms, the robots can stabilize their contact with the object more conveniently. Therefore, the compliant units in such teams of robots act as an information system and a computation unit. In addition, less accuracy is required for such systems and the robots are simplified.
The cooperative object handling task, the requirements, and the goal system are presented in the next section. A brief introduction of Constrain-Move strategy, developed for performing distributed object-handling tasks, is given in the third section. After that, effects of robot position error on the system performance and the lock problem are discussed. Role of the compliant arms in overcoming the lock problem is given in the fifth part of this paper. Also, limitations on the softness value of the robot arms are discussed and a distributed strategy for helping the compliant robots to solve the lock problem is introduced. The functions of the compliant arms in stabilizing robot-object contact are studied in section seven. In section eight, role of the compliant elements in a team of distributed object handling robots is discussed from the information, robot behavior, and cooperation protocol points of view. A novel and special compliant robot arm is introduced and its functions are discussed in the ninth section. Simulation results are also given to support the presented ideas.
The Task and the Goal System
The task is to transfer a large object to its goal position by a team of cooperative small mobile robots, see Fig. 1 . Due to some practical reasons [1] , the robots sustain the object on its bottom face. The robots must control the object path to avoid obstacles. In other words, all robot-object interaction forces must be strictly controlled. In our goal system, there is no central unit [6] to command and control all robot-object interactions and there is no leader robot to control path of the object [4] . In our system, called Hamcar [10] , each robot makes the proper decisions and controls its actions according to a cooperation strategy. The robots implement their own sensors and have a minimum volume of direct communication with their teammates. These mean, due to a reduction in the system complexity, the system reliability and its fault tolerance could be improved.
The cooperation strategy and the coordination protocols are the most important and the key components of such systems. In the following section, we introduce our cooperation strategy (the Constrain-Move strategy) briefly. A more detailed description can be founded in [1, 5] .
Constrain and Move Strategy in the Object Transportation Task
Looking at mechanical systems, see Fig. 2 as an example, it can be observed that the undesirable movements of the moving parts are constrained by a set of bearings arranged in a proper way. In this instance, the linear and undesirable angular movements of the door are confined by two or more rotary housings and the door is free to rotate in the defined direction.
Having the constraining parts properly arranged, the actuators can move the system in the designed way. In a mechanical system, the actuators are not concerned with constraining undesirable movements of the objects. Also, since the bearings can to some extend bear undesirable wrenches, small errors in the direction of the actuator forces are durable. In other words, the system can tolerate some poorly coordinated actuator wrenches.
The main idea in our strategy to manipulate an object by a group of distributed multiple robots is to simulate the physical rules governing the mechanical systems mentioned above. In our system, the robots first constrain the object in directions along those the object shall not move. These directions are called constraint directions. The object is free along its desired path. In this direction, called free direction, the robots apply appropriate forces to move the object.
After decomposing the object manipulation task into two subtasks, object constraining and manipulating missions, two independent teams of the robots can accomplish the task. In other words, one of the groups constrains the object and the second team moves the load. Using this task allocation method, two teams are not required to closely coordinate their interaction forces with the object and they can perform the task in a distributed fashion. Also, the constraint making robots can be reactive and all robots implement some position control schemes. Doing so, the task execution is simplified and distributed. This strategy is used to constrain and to turn the object in the next section.
The Constraining Strategy in Object Reorientation Task
To turn the object around a point in a plane, Fig. 3 , the robots must constrain movements of the desired rotation center (O) and produce appropriate torque around the object rotation axis; its free direction. In other words, the robot-object interaction forces in the constraint directions shall make a force direction closure [16] on the object. Fig. 3 is an example of implementing the Constrain-Move strategy. In this figure, three robots (white ones) constrain the object rotation center. The robots are arranged in a way that their arm directions intersect at the object desired center of rotation (O) and the angle between each neighboring pairs of the arms is less than 180 degrees. Each white robot, called a constraint-making robot, controls its mobile base so that its mobile-arm joint does not go backward along the arm direction. Also, the robot follows the object in arm-perpendicular direction so the arm-object angle is constant. In other words, each mobile-arm joint is free to move only on a circle centered at the desired center of rotation.
Doing so, the desired rotation center does not move and the object is free to rotate. The black robot pushes the object with force F. F y creates a torque around point O and the object rotates.
The Stiff Robots and the Lock Problem
When more than two robots constrain the object, error in position or orientation of the cooperative robot arms may result in a lock on the object rotation axis, in one or in both directions.
Lets consider one of the constraint making robots, see Fig. 4 . Since the mobile-arm joint does not move backward, the locus of the possible object rotation center is in the right half-plane of each robot arm, when the object is rotated in γ direction. Therefore, the object instantaneous center of rotation (ICR) must be inside the area where all of the robot-object rotation center loci overlap. We call this region the possible rotation center area (PRCA).
In Fig. 4 , because of having error in orientation of robot arm 3, the arm directions do not intersect at a common point. With robot3 in state 1, no PRCA is formed. Therefore, no rotation center for the object can be found to turn it in γ direction. This is the lock problem. To solve it, the triangle M 1 M 2 M 3 (lock triangle) must be removed. 
A mathematical model
A detailed mathematical description of the proposed strategy is presented in [1] . Here we develop a simple model of the object constraining strategy in order to study the lock problem and show the effects of robot arm compliance on the system performance.
Assume n robots constrain a two dimensional object. Robot i passively exerts force F i on the load 
The resulting force (F) and torque (T) on the object around point O are:
where P i is the arm of F i around O.
If all arms coincide at O, T will be Zero. Therefore, the object will rotate around point O when a proper object turning torque is produced. Also, as the arm forces make a force direction closure, F will compensate the displacements of point O.
When there are some errors in the robots and the arms do not intersect at O and the arms are very stiff, T will be non-zero and resists the object turning torque at least in one direction. In the case that there are three constraining robots (n=3), T helps the object turning robot in one direction (counterclockwise direction in Fig. 5 ) and resists it in the other direction. Therefore, the object orientation is locked in this direction.
The Compliance and the Lock
To solve the lock problem in a team of robots with stiff arms, the lock triangle should be shirked to a point or changed to a common triangle. If the constraint making robots show some compliance to the object displacements in their constraint directions( K ipl and K ips ≤ L), T(equ. 3) will be bounded and the object can be reoriented in both directions. In other words, the robot-object contact points would have a limited movement in the constraint direction. Therefore, the strict condition on possible location of the object rotation center is relaxed.
In [5] it is shown that, the softness of the arms must be increased for larger errors in position and orientation of the robot arms. Doing so, F (equ. 3) will be smaller and the desired object rotation center is freer to move in X and Y directions and we will not have a pure reorientation. Therefore, the softness of the arms must be limited and an additional control method must be used to solve the lock problem. 
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When using compliant robot arms to solve the lock problem, some internal forces are created. In Fig. 6 .a, AB is a constraint making robot arm, point A is the arm-object contact point, and CR is the object center of rotation. Assume that there is no error in the system and CR is on the arm direction. A pure torque turns the object and point A rotates around CR with angular velocity ω (linear velocity v 1 ) in γ direction, i.e. it moves on arc C. According to our object constraining strategy, the robot follows the object in the arm-perpendicular direction to keep its arm-object angle fixed. Therefore, the angle between the robot arm and tangent of arc C (α) is kept constant. Consequently, point B (mobile-arm joint) rotates around CR with the same rotation velocity ω. Hence, the length of the robot arm spring is constant and internal forces are zero.
In Fig. 6 .b, there are some errors in the system and CR is not on the arm direction. Assume CR is outside of the robot PRCA. When turning the object, point A has the linear velocity v 1 and point B should have linear velocity v 2 , if there is no error in the system. But, since the robot does not move backward along its arm direction, velocity of the mobile-arm joint will be v' 2 . Therefore, when A moves on arc C, B will rotate around the virtual center of rotation (C'R') and moves on the C". When A reaches A', B will arrive at B". Consequently, the arm spring is compressed and internal forces are produced.
Referring to the above discussion, we conclude that any method used to solve the lock problem must minimize the internal forces and movements of the desired rotation center. In other words, F r and e r may be used as two measures to compare lock removal methods where: 
Compliance and a Distributed Strategy to Solve the Lock Problem
With robot3 in state 1 in Fig. 4 , assume there are some errors in the system and the lock triangle
is formed. If robot3 arm rotates around T 3 (arm-object contact point) in opposite direction of γ, the possible area of robot 3 on the object is enlarged and the lock triangle is shrunk. Therefore, after sufficient rotation of robot 3 arm around T 3 , going from state1 to state2 in Fig. 4 , the lock problem in γ direction is solved. We call it the arm rotation method to solve the lock problem.
Without loosing the generality assume that, only one constraint-making robot has error in its arm direction. Three following versions of the arm rotation method can be used:
1-The faulty constraint-making arm rotates and eliminates the lock triangle (Faulty robot method).
2-One of the non-faulty constraint-making robots turns to remove the lock (Non faulty robot method).
3-All constraint making robots turn to eliminate the lock triangle (All robots method).
It seems that, the system will have minimum e r and F r if the faulty robot detects the lock and solves it fast. But, the robots cannot easily check which of them is erroneous. Therefore, it is possible that one of the non-faulty robots acts to overcome the lock problem. It is likely that, cooperation of three compliant constraint-making robots (all robots method) is the most proper solution. Engagement
of the faulty robot in the lock elimination process is the reason for such expectation. System performance in such situations is evaluated in the simulations.
Any small error in stiff constraint making robot arms will cause a rotational lock in the system and the arm rotation method is activated. Therefore, having compliance in the robot arms is a necessity in a situated system. Having reasonable compliance in the object constraining robot arms, the system is not locked for small errors and, the arm rotation method is activated for larger lock triangles.
The Contact Stability
When exerting a force on the object, the robot must stabilize its contact with it against the disturbances. This problem is more serious in a multi-robot object manipulating system as any robotobject interaction is transferred to the other robots and disturbs them. In many works, it is assumed that the robot-object contacts are stable. Or, to make a stable contact, some special mechanisms are installed on the object to make a firm contact between the robot and the load.
We argue that, making some assumptions about the contact stability or installing special mechanisms on the object to have stable contact is equivalent to encode some behavior in the robots and to add some information to the system. When talking about real systems, this information may not be obtained easily. Also, activating the contact stabilizing behavior may demand a substantial change in the distributed cooperation strategy.
To simplify the robot controller in Hamcar, the end-effector is shaped like a 90 degrees angle.
When handling the object, the end-effector goes beneath the object and its vertical face is against one of the object sides. Therefore, to ensure the robot-object contact stability, it is sufficient to keep the robot arm inside the friction cone, to keep the mobile-arm joint torque equal to zero, and to control the robots so they do not pull the object toward themselves, see Fig. 7 . In fact, the object rests on the end effectors and each robot may pull the object toward itself as far as its contact with the object is stable.
But, in order not to resort to sophisticated control systems, force sensory data, or slippage sensors for securing the contact stability, the robots are commanded not to pull the object toward them.
Compliance, information, and robot behavior
As mentioned, the robot must follow the object in its arm direction when it is pulled (follow the object behavior) in order to stabilize the robot-object contact. To realize this behavior, each stiff robot is required to measure its interaction force with the object in the arm direction and to implement a force control method. Because of the non-continuous and non-smooth nature of the force data, follow the object behavior must be very fast and accurate. Materializing this behavior is a very hard task specially when the robots are mobile.
Incorporation of a compliant element in the robot arm would simplify this behavior. In fact, a compliant element acts as a low pass filter and, when using it, the response time of the controller could be longer. Also, if deflections of the compliant units are measured, the compliant element and the deflection-measuring units can replace the force sensor.
If K ipl →0, the robot cannot pull the object and the contact stability is ensured, provided that the arm is inside the friction cone. Therefore, in the case that the arm is sufficiently soft, follow the object behavior is not activated, if the forward movements of the object are small. In other words, the compliant element is used as a replacement for the force sensor, some computation, and follow the object behavior.
When K ips →∞ the lock may occur and it must be detected to be able to solve it. Therefore, an information system (sensors, computation, and communication) must be implemented. In addition, the robots must have some behaviors to execute a cooperation protocol to solve the lock problem.
Regarding the discussions, there will be no need for some information, robot behavior, and cooperation protocols if the compliance of the robot arms is designed properly. Therefore, compliance in the robots acts as a source of encoded behavior, information, and a lock removal protocol.
Sometimes stiff robots (zero compliance arms) are needed to simplify the cooperation strategy and the robot behavior. For example, when lifting an object with a team of distributed robots [17] , some of the robots should stop and do not go down for some period of times so that the other team members can easily reduce the object tilt angle. Doing so, stability of the object can be assured. Materializing this behavior (called stay firm) under different and varying loads is a very difficult task. Therefore, a non-back drivable lifting mechanism (a zero compliance system) is used. In other words, the stay firm behavior is mechanically encoded in the system and this mechanical behavior is exploited in the distributed object lifting strategy.
As discussed, information system, robot behavior, and cooperation strategies can be simplified if
proper compliant mechanisms are designed and implemented. In other words, compliance in a system is a source of mechanical computation, information, and behavior.
The Compliant Mechanism in Hamcar
The mechanical part of each Hamcar robot [1] consists of a mobile base, an arm, and a compact endeffector, see Fig. 8 . The arm mechanism has a Revolute-Prismatic-Prismatic configuration, see Fig. 9 .
The revolute joint connects the arm to the mobile base and the first prismatic joint is along the arm.
The second prismatic joint moves in the vertical direction. The end-effector is composed of three free revolute joints with intersecting perpendicular rotation axes.
In this system, each robot must push the object hard in some situations. This task cannot be practically done if the arm is too soft. But, soft arms are needed to solve the lock problem and to simplify the contact control. Therefore, a novel robot arm with two linear springs is designed to fulfill these requirements simultaneously. In this design, the stiffness of the compliant element in the pushing direction is 0.068kg/mm, 4.125 times higher than of the arm stiffness in the pulling direction, see Figs.
can be easily extended to follow the object and it is hard to compress it.
To provide the end-effector with some compliance in the plane direction, perpendicular to the arm direction, the arm joint motor is connected to the arm by a rotational spring of K=6513Kg.mm/deg. It is noteworthy that, unlike most of the conventional robot arms, compliance ellipsoid of the developed arm is configuration independent.
The prismatic joint along the arm is composed of two back-to-back sliders with very low friction and two springs, see Figs. 9 and 10. A motor drives the prismatic joint by a non-back drivable lead screw. The driving mechanism moves a U shaped object along the slider located under the arm. This object pushes the springs and, consequently, the second links moves on the slider. A non-back drivable lead screw also drives the vertical prismatic joint.
Simulation Results
A series of dynamic computer simulations are conducted to study the effects of using compliant arms and implementation of arm rotation algorithm on the lock problem. Experimental results when using compliant arms to solve the lock problem and to control the contact stability are given in [1, 5, 18] . Some other methods to detect the lock problem are discussed in [19] .
It is shown in [5] that, the lock is not formed and the object can be rotated when there is two degrees error in one of the robot arm orientation and the spring coefficient is less than 100,000N/M.
Too soft and not practically applicable arms are needed to turn the object without executing the arm rotation algorithm, when there is 6 degrees error in the second robot arm. For all stiffness coefficients reported here, the robots cannot turn the object without executing the arm rotation method. Fig. 12 is given as an example.
In the results shown in Fig. 13 , all robots try to remove the lock. The error in position of the desired rotation center is higher and the internal force of the object is smaller for the most compliant arm (k=500N/M). It can be observed that, for K=1,000,000N/M e r is larger compared to the case where K=10,000N/M. The reason for getting such results is that, the forces are higher for the stiffer robots and the robots try to eliminate the lock with larger steps. Therefore, the common area is formed and a larger e r is gained.
In Fig. 14, K is equal to 10,000N/M and three object turning methods (faulty, non-faulty, and all) are used for removing the lock triangle. In this simulation, the arm rotation angle in each step is smaller than in the above-mentioned simulations (Fig. 13) ; i.e. lock removal is slower. The results
show that we get minimum e r if the faulty robot tries to eliminate the lock triangle. Formation of the common area in two other methods is the reason of getting larger e r . The lock is removed faster when all robots try to remove the lock. In graph c of Fig. 14 we observe that, minimum internal forces are produced and side effects of using compliant arms are reduced.
A comparison of the results for K=10,000N/M in Fig. 13 and all robots method in Fig. 14 shows that, e r is smaller when the lock is removed faster. The reason for getting such results is that, the object center of rotation moves toward the desired rotation center faster when the lock removal procedure acts more quickly. Therefore, a fast lock removal process must be implemented when the compliant arms are used.
Conclusion
In this paper, the main reasons for implementing compliant arms in a team of distributed object handling robots are discussed.
It is shown that, existence of any position error in location or orientation of the robots will cause a movement lock in the system. Also, the main control problems in stabilizing the robot-object contact are discussed. It is argued that, stabilizing the robot-object contact will be simplified if some compliant elements are incorporated in the arms. The lock problem also is not arisen if the arms are sufficiently soft. It is shown that, very soft arms are needed to compensate for large errors in position of the robots. Therefore, a distributed method is used to help the compliant robots to solve the lock problem. Moreover, a novel compliant arm is introduced and its main characteristics are reviewed.
The roles of this compliant mechanism in simplifying the distributed object handling protocol and the robot controller are also discussed.
The function of compliant elements in a team of distributed object handling robots is also discussed from the information, robot behavior, and cooperation protocol points of view. It is shown that, the proper compliance value is a function of the cooperation strategy and the task requirements. A mathematical and more rigorous study must be performed to consider the compliance in the cooperative robots as a source of information and mechanical computation.
12. Object angle, e r , and F r, when K=10,000 and lock removal process is low.
